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Campaign enhances trans visibility

By: Chelsea Kemp Local Journalism Initiative

Posted: 3:00 AM CDT Wednesday, Mar. 30, 2022

The Manitoba Sexuality Education Resource Centre will be highlighting the stories and

successes of transgender individuals from across the province today as part of the

International Transgender Day of Visibility.

Brandon-based clinical psychologist, local musician and transgender woman Anastasia

Gibson is participating in and helped organize the Sexuality Education Resource Centre

(SERC) social media campaign. Gibson’s story will be one of many spotlighted as part of

the celebration.

"We’re not just talking about trans men and trans

women, we’re also talking about non-binary,

genderqueer, gender �uid, two-spirited. That’s what

we’re talking about — gender identity and all of its

colours."

SERC will use social media platforms to provide stories,

biographies and videos on individuals in the community

who identify as transgender and gender diverse. The

campaign will also include additional resources, areas of

interest and points of education for the general public.

The day is not just about learning, but about

reprogramming and breaking free of harmful

transphobic messages that have been baked into

society, Gibson added.
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Brandon-based clinical psychologist

and local musician Anastasia Gibson.
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The Transgender Day of Visibility was inspired by the need to celebrate transgender and

gender-diverse people. Stories about transgender and gender-diverse people have

sometimes focused on violence, tragedy and negativity, so a day was needed to refocus

on celebrating the lives of transgender people and empowering them to live

authentically.

It can be an empowering and positive day for a

community that has traditionally been disenfranchised.

The campaign also o�ers a chance to build bridges with

allies and help educate the general public, Gibson said.

She described it as an opportunity to invite people into

the conversation and become allies of the LGBTQ2S+

community.

Gibson considers herself lucky because of the support

she has received from family and friends during her

transition; unfortunately, not everyone has had the

same positive experience.

"I don’t know what I would do if I didn’t have the support

from family, friends, my workforce and now my trans

siblings," Gibson said. "That’s been an important

resource for me … just being connected with others in

the community."

Others who transition may see their lives transformed due to the loss of family, friends

and other support networks, she said, impacting their �nancial, emotional, social and

SUBMITTED

Winnipeg-based visibility advocate

Shandi Strong.
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physical well-being.

"We’ve come a long way, but we are not done yet."

Winnipeg-based visibility advocate Shandi Strong, 61, is featured in the SERC social

campaign. Strong created a video for the campaign to spread a positive message about

the need for visibility and support in the transgender community.

"I’m a strong believer that people, trans people especially, need to be visible in order to

be accepted and, for lack of a better word, normalized," Strong said. "Having been that

terri�ed trans person afraid to come out, we need to see people who are out and doing

well and even succeeding."

She compared the Transgender Day of Visibility to Pride Week. What started out as a

protest for LGBTQ2S+ rights has evolved into a celebration, while still maintaining

elements of rallying for education and support for transgender people.

"So much has been achieved in the last 50 years, and I hope that trans people will get to

that point where we’re all about celebrating ourselves."

There are signi�cant mental health struggles in the trans community that are even more

challenging for racialized people, folks with lower incomes, and those who experience

other aspects of intersectionality that can impact a person’s place in society.

Strong hopes the information featured in the SERC campaign o�ers people a chance to

better understand issues of intersectionality. These experiences will, hopefully, inspire

people to o�er a compassionate base of support for LGBTQ2S+ representation.

"I would like to see a lessening of that struggle so that people can feel comfortable with

coming out, with not having to worry about losing friends and families, and that’s where

awareness becomes important," Strong said. "We need to see the positive."

The campaign can be viewed on SERC’s Facebook and Instagram pages.

The Sun contacted SERC Brandon multiple times for comment, but the organization

declined, citing sta�ng shortages.
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We need your support!

Local journalism needs your support!

As we navigate through unprecedented times, our journalists are working

harder than ever to bring you the latest local updates to keep you safe and

informed.

Now, more than ever, we need your support.

Starting at $12.42/month you can access your Brandon Sun online and full

access to all content as it appears on our website.

or call circulation directly at (204) 727-0527.

Your pledge helps to ensure we provide the news that matters most to your

community!

» Twitter: @The_ChelseaKemp


